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2010 TCS Resolves and Run Arounds at the Away From Home Terminal 
 

Brothers and Sisters, 
 

Recently, the company has begun running around crews at the Away From 
Home Terminal using TCS crews. This happens in most cases when the 
company deems that a crew at the AFHT has not reset their hours of service 
clock. There are no provisions within the RAC Work Rest Rules, nor in the 
Collective Agreement requiring a crew to reset their clock in order to be called for 
work at the AFHT. 

 
There are provisions, however, providing for payment of Run Around claims and 
for payment of a penalty to the TCS crews involved in the Run Around. 

 
Attached to this notice is a copy of the TCS resolve letter, signed by then 
General Chairmen Dave Olson and Dave Able, and VP Canadian Operations 
Guido Deciccio and Assistant Vice President, Transportation Scott MacDonald. 
Also attached is the bulletin issued in 2010 to CP Employees outlining the 
requirements for payment of the Run Arounds and the penalties. 

 
As instructed in the bulletin, if you are called for a TCS, and arrive at the Away 
From Home Terminal after a Straight Away Crew is off duty, or off rest, and the 
Straight Away crew has not been asked to protect, and have not declined the 
opportunity to protect, please submit and R2 claim topping up your taxi time to 
100 miles. Include the names of the crew being runaround. 

 
If you are the Straight Away crew, and you have not been asked to protect, and 
you have not declined the opportunity to protect:  If you come off rest, or tie up 
and book no rest, prior to the TCS crew arriving at the AFHT, please submit a RA 
claim for 50 miles, indicate who was on the TCS crew, the time they arrived at 
the AFHT, if known, and indicate that you are submitting the run around as per 
the TCS resolve letter and Bulletin NMC 022-10. 

 
What is important is the time the TCS crew arrives at the AFHT. If the TCS crew 
arrives at the AFHT terminal before the Straight Away crew is off duty or off rest, 
then payment does not apply. 

 
If you have any questions, please contact your Local Chairs. 
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RE: TCS - Run Arou nd - AFHT - Letter of Agreement dated June 11, 2010 

 
 

Please be advised that the Company and the Union have reached an agreement 
concerning the issue of employees being runaround at the away from terminal (AFHT) by 
a crew in Turnaround Combination Service (TCS), Thunder Bay and West, when the 
following occurs: 

 
The straightaway crew is available to accept the applicable standard call at the AFHT for 
the time required to be on duty to protect the operating requirements. 

 
This will not apply when the straightaway crew is already called for duty, is on rest or 
MTOD, or declined the opportunity to protect the operating requirements. 

 
Example I: An employee who was not asked to protect has come off rest at 0400 for 
0600 but has not been called. An inbound TCS crew arrived at the AFHT at or after 0600 
and is placed into working service ahead of the straightaway employee who was available 
for duty at 0600. 

 
Example 2: An employee, who was not asked to protect, or has not declined to protect, 
arrives at the AFHT and is off duty at 0I 00, booking no rest. An inbound TCS crew 
arrives at the AFHT after 0100 and is placed into working service ahead of the 
straightaway employee who was available. 



 

In the above situation the straightaway crew that is run around by the TCS crew will be 
paid a 50 mile runaround claim. 

 
The TCS crew that ran around the straightaway crew will be entitled to claim the 
equivalent of 2 tours of duty equal to a straightaway trip to the AFHT and a straightaway 
trip home. 

 
The TCS employees who experience the above will be required to submit a stand alone 
miscellaneous claim to top up their claim using claim code 'R2'. This claim will be 
chargeable, applicable to General Holiday claims and copy claims. 

 
Referring to example I :  Should the TCS crew arrive at the AFHT prior to 0600 and 
commence working service ahead of the first out available crew or employee that was 
available for 0600, then a runaround payment would be paid to the first out available 
crew member as per the March 2 I , 2003 letter RE: Runaround at Away from home 
terminal. The TCS crew would not be entitled to any additional payment in this 
circumstance. 
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